Guided Policy Search enables robots to learn control policies for complex manipulation tasks efficiently. Therein, the control policies are represented as high-dimensional neural networks which derive robot actions based on states. However, due to the small number of real-world trajectory samples in Guided Policy Search, the resulting neural networks are only robust in the neighbourhood of the trajectory distribution explored by real-world interactions. In this paper, we present a new policy representation called Generative Motor Reflexes, which is able to generate robust actions over a broader state space compared to previous methods. In contrast to prior state-action policies, Generative Motor Reflexes map states to parameters for a state-dependent motor reflex, which is then used to derive actions. Robustness is achieved by generating similar motor reflexes for many states. We evaluate the presented method in simulated and real-world manipulation tasks, including contact-rich peg-in-hole tasks. Using these evaluation tasks, we show that policies represented as Generative Motor Reflexes lead to robust manipulation skills also outside the explored trajectory distribution with less training needs compared to previous methods. 1 Philipp Ennen, Pia Bresenitz, Rene Vossen, Frank Hees are with the
I. In t r o d u c t i o n
Guided Policy Search (GPS) is a model-based reinforce ment learning approach that allows for learning manipulation skills in a continuous state and action space [1] . In reinforce ment learning, manipulation skills are represented by policies which equal a transfer function to compute state-dependent actions. Guided Policy Search is known as a sample-efficient approach which learns a neural network policy in two phases. First, a trajectory-centric model-based reinforcement learning is used to train local trajectories for different start and goal conditions. Then, these local trajectories serve as training data for supervised learning of a neural network policy. An essential requirement for many applications in robotics is a predictable and reliable behaviour of policies. For this reason, the policies need to be robust against unmodeled and unexpected disturbances in the state space. However, in GPS the resulting neural network policies are only robust in a small area around the explored state space since the training data for the neural network only contains a moderate amount of trajectories. In case of unexpected state distur bances during test time, a policy easily produces unstable robot behaviour. For that reason, our work aims to reach robustness, even outside the distribution of the explored trajectories, cf. Figure 1 . We introduce a novel and robust policy representation called Generative Motor Reflexes (GMR), cf. Figure 2 . This policy The aim of our work is to improve the robustness of highdimensional neural network policies trained by Guided Policy Search (GPS) outside the explored state space (yellow trajectory distribution). Typically, policies learned with Guided Policy Search are only robust in the local neighbourhood of the explored state space (dark blue state space). We introduce Generative Motor Reflexes (GMR) that yields robustness in an increased state space (light blue state space).
works as a two-step approach deriving an action. In the first step, a neural network predicts parameters of a motor reflex for a given state. In the second step, the parametrized motor reflex is used to derive stabilizing actions. A motor reflex is a simple motion pattern containing a stabilizing state feedback that shares the same parameters for a region of input states. Generative Motor Reflexes increase the robustness if they ful fill two criteria: (i) the generated motor reflex parameters are drawn from the distribution used for exploring the state space and (ii) the generated motor reflex has stabilizing properties. Afterwards, during test time the stabilizing properties of a motor reflex are forcing the robot back to the explored state space. Compared to prior state-action policies, our approach results in a constrained parameter space of the motor reflex and as a consequence state disturbances are not yielding a self-resonating error. Fig. 2 . Overview o f the proposed policy representation. From left to right: the state space describes the robot configuration which is in our work the six joint angles ipi and velocities j. By using a neural network with weights © z , the state space is encoded to a lower dimensional, latent representation z . Consequently, the latent representation of many state is inside or very close to the trained distribution. Then, the latent state is translated to motor reflex parameters ^ using a neural network with weights . The motor reflex parameters form a motion pattern (u|x), which subsequently leads to actions u to be executed. The robot used in this paper is a simulated and real Kinova Jaco 2, which is controlled by six joint torques m j .
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approach on simulated and real-world experiments in the continuous control domain.
II. Re l a t e d w o r k
Reinforcement learning has been applied successfully in simulated and real-world robotic manipulation [3] , [4] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [10] , locomotion [6] , [2] and autonomous vehicles [11] . Many of the demonstrated scenarios used tailored policy representations or discretized action spaces. Due to the difficulties in training continuous high-dimensional policies efficiently, the parameter space often contains less than 100 parameters [7] . Although notable research has been conducted in learning methods for high-dimensional neural network policies, the methods only been developed to the point where they could be applied in the continuous control domain with moderate state and action spaces, which is typi cally around seven degrees-of-freedom [12] . Neural networks often lack robustness, so that today's applications are limited, in particular in continuously controlled systems. Thus, recent research addresses robustness in two ways: robust policy representations and robust reinforcement learning, which are both reviewed in the following.
A. Robust Policy Representations
One approach for robust policies is to use attractor sys tems as a policy representation. Dynamic Movement Prim itives (DMP) belong to this class, wherein robustness is obtained by a nonlinear, error-minimizing dynamic system [13] . Dynamic Movement Primitives are used to generate variations of an original movement, whereby the shape of the movement is represented by a mixture of Gaussian basis functions. Although DMPs have demonstrated to be successful in many applications, their generalization ability is limited. In recent work, DMPs have been extended to adapt to unknown sensor measurements via a feedback model learned from demonstration [14] [15] . Aside from attractor systems, many different general-purpose policy representations have been developed. Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMP), Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are approaches that are modeling a trajectory distribution from stochastic movements [16] , [17] , [18] . In recent work, neural-networkbased end-to-end sensorimotor policies became very popular for their generalization abilities [19] . But these represen tations do not provide robustness by design. Typically, ro bustness of such general-purpose representations, i.e. ProMP, GMM, HMM and ANN, is only achieved, if the state distur bances are inside the trajectory distribution explored by the robot during training time. This motivated the development of several robust reinforcement learning methods.
B. Robust Reinforcement Learning
In Robust Reinforcement Learning (RRL), robustness is obtained by explicitly taking into account input disturbances and modeling errors [20] . In order to learn a robust policy, a control agent is trained in the presence of a disturbance agent, who tries to generate the worst possible disturbance. Robust Adversarial Reinforcement Learning (RARL) uses an adversarial neural network for the disturbance agent [21] . The adversarial is trained jointly with the control agent and learns an optimal destabilization policy. A related approach is Training with Adversarial Attacks (TAA) [22] . Instead of training an adversarial, knowledge about the Q-value is exploited to craft optimal adversarial attacks. The Q-value describes the expected cost-to-go of an agent given a state and an action. In TAA, adversarial attacks are seen as disturbances that result from the worst possible action, which corresponds to the smallest Q-value in a state. However, in RRL, robustness is reached by exploring those states, which could potentially lead to unstable behaviour. In contrast, GPS trains a policy by imitating multiple trajectory distributions learned by local, trajectory-centric reinforce ment learning for different start and goal conditions [1] . As a result, neural network policies are only robust in the neighbourhood of the explored trajectory distributions. The extension of GPS for RRL would require a more widely exploration decreasing the sample-efficiency. In the following we present Generative Motor Reflexes that are robust in a much broader state space compared to prior neural network policies without further exploration needs.
III.

Ge n e r a t i v e M o t o r Re f l e x
A. Preliminaries in Guided Policy Search
In Guided Policy Search, neural network policies n (u|x) distributed over actions u and conditioned on the state x e X are trained by a trajectory-centric model-based reinforcement learning method combined with an alternating optimization procedure, cf. Algorithm 1 (C-and S-step). First, the robot samples a mini-batch T = {t *} of trajectories t * = {x0 , u 0 , ..., x T , u T }* for multiple start and goal conditions i and fits these trajectories to a time-varying Gaussian dynamic model p j (xt + i |xt , u t ). This Gaussian dynamic model is represented by
with the fitted time-varying matrix f x u t , the vector f c t and the covariance F t , where the subscripts denote differentiation with respect to the vector [xt ; u t ]. Now, the goal of the C-step is to compute improved local policies p *(u t |xt ) by minimizing a quadratic cost function
while the change of the local policies is bounded by a trustregion constraint. The constraint used in GPS is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to the previous policy distribution D K L (pi(r)||n (r )) < e, where the policy distribution is computed by
Afterwards, the weights of the neural network policy n are trained to imitate the trajectory distribution p*(r) using supervised learning (S-step).
B. Problem Formulation
In Guided Policy Search the robot explores a state distri bution p (Xtrain), which is a subset of the state space X [1] . In this explored state distribution p (Xtrain), policies trained by Guided Policy Search are typically robust against state noise. However, robustness outside of p (Xtrain) is usually not obtained. Therefore, we aim to learn a stochastic policy u ~ n (u |x + e) that is robust against state noise e in a broader state space than p (Xtrain). For this purpose, the Generative Motor Reflex policy calcu lates the action via a latent state space z, generated motor reflex parameters ^ and a state-dependent motor reflex n^( u |x ) (cf. Figure 3 ). In this policy, the latent state z is determined by a neural network using weights 0 z and the motor reflex parameters ^ are determined by a neural network using weights 0^. The motor reflex parameters ^ = [^k ; ^k ; ^s ] form a motor reflex n^(u |x ), which is a stochastic motion pattern for one time step that computes actions using the framework of linear Gaussian controllers. n * (u |x ) : u ( $ k x + ^k , ^s ) 
Algorithm 1 Guided Policy Search
C. Generative Motor Reflex Policy
In order to enable these stabilizing properties, the latent state space Z must keep the trained state space X train sufficiently diverse and at the same time as compressed as possible. For this purpose, GMR exploits the idea of a variational autoencoder (VAE) [23] . A VAE consists of two concatenated networks: an encoder network, which maps an input to a latent representation and a decoder network, which retrieves an approximation of the original input from the latent representation (cf. Figure 3) . In GMR, the VAE enables to encode the robotic state x to a latent representation z while z is sufficiently diverse to reconstruct the robotic state x with the decoder network. By introducing noise in z during the S-step, the latent representation does not only represent the exact state x but also similar states. This increases the robustness of the reconstruction of the original state and as a consequence the robustness of the generated motor reflex parameters. For retrieving z, a mean m z and a variance a z is determined first using an encoding neural network henc under the weights 0 z . The parameters ^ are then used as parameters for a linear Gaussian controller (cf. Equation 1). By sampling from this controller, the action u to be executed is finally retrieved.
D. Generative Motor Reflex Training
In Guided Policy Search, the policy weights 0 z and 0 $ are trained by supervised learning. For that, the C-step in GPS provides a dataset D which are tuples of the form (x; ^) C D. Using this dataset, a variant of gradient descent is used to optimize the weights by minimizing the loss term, denoted as LGMR (cf. Figure 3) . The loss term has to enforce a compressed and meaningful latent state representation while the motor reflex parameters are generated with high precision. Therefore, we propose a loss term which consists of four parts: (i) minimizing the mean-squared state reconstruction loss, (ii) the KL diver gence from a unit distribution to the latent state distribution, (iii) the KL divergence prediction error of the motor reflex parameters and (iv) an L2 regularization term. Therein, the sum of (i) and (ii) is the standard loss function of a variational autoencoder, where (ii) forces the encoding of the state space to a latent state space which is in VAE a unit Gaussian distribution. The prediction error (iii) trains the translation model for generating motor reflex parameters and (iv) is a regularization term that improves overall stability and is already used by previous GPS policies. ||N ( 0 , 1 ) )
In this loss term ft weights the influence of the L2 regulariza tion and a the influence of the KL divergence on the overall loss. A greater value for a results in a more compressed latent space, but reduces the ability to represent the state space exactly. At the current state of work, a is hand tuned.
E. Generative Motor Reflex with Guided Policy Search
Algorithm 2 presents the adapted Policy Search method for training GMR, where we chose a GPS variant, which is the Mirror Descent GPS (MDGPS) [24] . Other variants of GPS can be adapted analoguesly. In MDGPS, the C-step minimizes the following Lagrangian loss term:
This loss term consists of two parts: (i) the trajectory loss term J ( t ) and (ii) the constraint D KL(p*(t ) ||^( t )) < e, which bounds the change in the optimized trajectory dis tribution p *(t ) and by utilizing by the Lagrange multiplier A. Now, the loss term LGPS is minimized using dual gradient descent (DGD). DGD is an optimization approach, which enables to incor porate Lagrange multipliers. For DGD in GPS, three steps are performed: Given an initial A, trajectory optimization is utilized for minimizing LGPS (C1-and C2-step). Then, the dual variable A is updated stepwise until the constraint violation D k l (p *(t ) ||^( t ) )e (C3-step) is met. In prior GPS methods, the output of this minimization process is an optimized trajectory distribution p *(t ) . However, for training GMR we need a dataset D with pairs of states x and Algorithm 2 Mirror Descent GPS with GMR 1: for n -iteration n = 1 to N do 2: while D k l (p *(t ) ||n (T ))e > 0 9: S-step: n ^ a r g m in @z,@x,®^ L g m r ( D , a ) corresponding motor reflex parameters ^. This dataset can be retrieved during the C1 and C2-step. Therein, the optimized trajectory distribution is computed by a linear-quadratic regulator (LQR). An LQR consists of a backward (C1-step) and a forward pass (C2-step). Within the LQR backward pass, a value function is minimized that represents the accumulated cost starting from the state x t to goal state x T .
With having computed an approximation of the Q-function by a second-order Taylor expansion, the optimal action can be found by the partial derivation with respect to u t : Equation 3 can be transformed to a linear Gaussian controller by substituting the following motor reflex para meters in timestep t :
As proposed in previous GPS approaches [24] , we set the motor reflex covariance ^s t to the inverse of the action related Q-value Q -^t . The intuition behind this is to keep the exploration noise ^s t low in case that the actions change the Q-value significantly. Now, the first and second derivatives of the value function can be derived as follows:
Vx ,x t = Q x ,x t + Q u ,x t ^K t = Q x t + Q u ,x t^kt Using these equations, the LQR backward pass calculates ^K t , ^kt and as well as the Q-and V-values for each timestep. Then, in a following forward pass (C2-step) we exploit the learned dynamics to retrieve the corresponding states x t for ^K t , ^kt , ^s t given an initial state x 0. After the C-steps, the GMR weights 0 z , 0 x , 0 $ are trained within the S-step. This minimizes the loss function presented in Equation 2 and leads to the final GMR policy.
IV. Ex p e r i m e n t s
The proposed learning algorithm is evaluated by using a six axes robot arm of the type Kinova Jaco 2 for simulated and real world manipulation tasks (cf. Figure 4) . Within the scope of this work the object to be manipulated is rigidly connected to the gripper. The implementation is built upon the guided policy search toolbox [25] and is utilizing Gazebo for simulation. We evaluate two properties of our approach: (i) the learning performance and (ii) the robustness of GMR. The evaluation scenarios include two conditions of simulated reaching tasks (cf. Figure 4-A, 4-B) and two conditions of real-world pegin-hole tasks with a light press fit (cf. Figure 4 -C, 4-D). Evaluation scenarios for the presented Generative Motor Reflex Policy. Scenario A and B are two conditions of a reaching task that share the same target state and different initial states; scenario C and D are two conditions o f a (wooden) block in hole scenario, which has a light press fit.
In each iteration, the robot collects five samples per condition with a length of T = 80 timesteps. We trained the robot in each experiment for N = 10 iterations. This process leads to a total of 50 trajectory samples for each condition. The continuous state space of the robot consists of six joint positions and six joint velocities. The action space includes six joint torques that are controlled by the policy with 20 Hz. This leads to a parameter space of the motor reflex with 114 dimensions (^k e R 6 x 1 2 , ^k e R 6 , e R 6 x 6 ). We set the L2 regularization term to ft = 0.0002. The weights 0 of the policy topology presented in Figure 3 are optimized by the ADAM solver, whereby the number of training epochs was set to 400 and the batch size to 20. We compared our policy with the prior state-action policy trained by MDGPS. Here we used the same settings for the policy training, except for the difference in the topology that was set to a fully connected neural network with two hidden layers with 64 rectified linear units. The supplementary video compares the resulting motion behaviour of GMR and MDGPS policies1.
A. Learning Performance
First, we evaluated the learning performance of the GMR training compared to MDGPS and the linear Gaussian controller base layer, where only the C-step is performed (hereinafter LQR base layer). In Figure 5 the mean squared error (MSE) of the final state distance for the reaching task in case of one and two conditions is compared between GMR, MDGPS and the LQR base layer. The MSE describes the distance in the final joint states velocities. During training time of GMR policies, new LQR base layers are computed after each iteration, which are then used to continue the supervised training of the GMR policies. For both training scenarios (cf. Figure 4) , GMR requires two iterations to imitate the LQR base layer reliably. In contrast to the expectations, the GMR solution outperforms the LQR base layer after a few iterations. This property is a result of the generalization ability of the GMR, which is learned by training the policy on two LQR base layers of successive iterations. The learning progress of GMR shows a small variance in the performance, which points out the reliability of our approach. Compared to this, the performance of the MDGPS policy has a high variance during training and usually needs 2 -4 times more iterations for a successful imitation of the LQR base layer.
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B. Robustness
Robustness to unseen states is the key advantage of GMR. We show, that GMR produces stable motions over a much broader state space compared to MDGPS. First, we trained the simulated robot on scenario A and B (cf. Figure 4) . Then, we set the initial robot state to 50 random, uniform distributed configurations over the whole state space. From there, the robot executed the policy, which is either a GMR or MDGPS policy. The diagram in Figure 6 shows the resulting trajectories of the end effector for both policies. Table I pro vides an overview of the success rate for reaching the finale state. In our experiments we observed that a MSE < 0.1 can be interpreted as successful. For the simulated scenarios A and B, GMR reaches the final state for all random initial states. In comparison, the MDGPS policy fails in 38 of 50 trials in case of one training condition. Within the simulated scenario, this problem can be solved by using more training conditions (which requires more training time). Nevertheless, we usually observe an extreme overshooting at the end of the motions for all scenarios, cf. Figure 6 -c and 6-d. However, in the real-world scenarios C and D the high failure rate remains even for two training conditions. Usually, the MDGPS policy starts to oscillate even by small state disturbances. If the state disturbance increases, the MDGPS policy diverged from the goal state, whereas the GMR policy typically reaches the goal state with less overshooting. In conclusion, we can state that GMR policies are an approach to reach robustness outside the explored trajectory distribution even with a low number of training conditions. V. Co n c l u s i o n a n d f u t u r e w o r k
